6. 
D aniel AlmgrenRecén & Alma Söderberg "Abdikation Nu" (2–3.4 2011)
7. 
M ette Invartsen & Guillem Mont de Palol "All the way out there…"
(9–10.4 2011)
8. 
D orte Olesen "The Bad The Good The Ugly" (13–17.4 2011)
9. 
A nna Källblad, Annette Taranto & Chrichan Larson "À une raison"
(14–15.5 2011)
10. 
D OCH (22~29.5 2011)
11. 
K rõõt Juurak "Scripted Smalltalk" (27.8 2011)
12. 
X avier Le Roy "Le Sacre du Printemps" (26–27.8 2011)
13. 
T he House of Bertha "White Noise" (10–11.9 2011)
14. 
A manda Apetrea & Halla Ólafsdóttir "Beauty and the Beast"
(23–24.9 2011)
15. 
J efta van Dinther, DD Dorvillier, Frédéric Gies "The Blanket
Dance" (11–12.10 2011)
16. Björn Säfsten "Display" (14–16.10 2011)
17. 
S idney Leoni & Luís Miguel Félix "War of Fictions"
(21–22.10 2011)
18. 
M DT presents a fine selection with Ludvig Daae, Jolika Sudermann,
Alma Söderberg, Lisa Östberg & Maria Öhman (11–12.11 2011)
19. Sebastian Lingserius "alt. org" (25–26.11 2011)
20. 
A ndrea Berglund, Filippa Hanzon, Louise Blad & Maria Jennefelt
"Middagsbjudningen" (30.11 2011)
21. 
D OCH Master Students of Choreography Present "The Coming BoogieWoogie" (8–17.12 2011)
22. 
Jens Östberg "Pre-study for Hamlet: looking for emotional truth"/
Jared Gradinger & Angela Schubot "What they are instead of"
(14–16.3 2012)
23. 
O blivia "Entertainment Island 1, 2, 3 — the Trilogy"
(30–31.3 2012)
24. Mårten Spångberg "Epic" (16–21.4 2012)
25. 
K ristine Slettevold "pfft/a forced exhalation of air"
(27–29.4 2012)
± 26. 
H eine Avdal & Yukiko Shinozaki "Nothing's for Something"
(2–3.5 2012) & "Field Works-office" (7–8.5 2012)
The MDT program texts is a series of unedited fanzine-style magazines
available on the MDT website and in a limited cost price edition,
printed, folded and stapled on a Konica Minolta All-in-one Copier.
MDT is an international co-production platform and a leading
venue for contemporary choreography and performance situated in
a reconstructed torpedo workshop in the Stockholm city center.
MDT has since 1986 supported and collaborated with Swedish and
international emerging artists. MDT is supported by Kulturrådet,
Kulturförvaltningen Stockholm stad and Kulturförvaltningen Stockholms
läns landsting.
MDT
Slupskjulsvägen 30, 11149 Stockholm, Sweden
T: +46 (0)8–611  14  56
E: info@mdtsthlm.se  /  www.mdtsthlm.se

“nothing’s for something”
Heine Avdal & Yukiko Shinozaki

Interview by Julie Rodeyns and Marianne Van Kerkhoven
In the past three years, choreographers/dancers Heine Avdal and Yukiko
Shinozaki, the artistic team behind the collective fieldworks (formerly
deepblue), in the series with the same name, explored various external
locations such as an office or a hotel room. When starting work on the new
project, nothing’s for something, they set two goals for themselves: 1. Using
the insights gained in the different fieldwork locations, this time they wished to
explore ‘their own location’, namely the theatre, the place they call home, and
2. In ‘their own house’, they wished to work with ‘their own discipline’, i.e. the
body and movement.
Heine Avdal: « Our motivation for this production was based on the fieldworks
series. Then, we were always in an environment in which we didn't really
belong. We of course always had our theatre baggage with us: the basic idea
was that depending on how you frame events, everything can be theatre. Yet
we were always very aware that we were on foreign territory. We had to
achieve a delicate balance between breaking in somewhere without
dominating it. With nothing’s for something, we wanted to explore how this
process could cause us to view theatre space differently. In our work on
location, the starting point was always the baseline of the space in question:
that which was already present. We now asked the same question in the
theatre space. In the theatre, as in every location, specific codes and
conventions prevail. All who attend – performers, audience, and technicians –
know and respect these. »
Yukiko Shinozaki: « In our methodology, we did not want to start from a
strictly defined concept, but more – based purely on intuition – to be
influenced by what happens daily in the process of working and in our daily
lives. We tried different things in the start phase. Within this material, focal
points gradually emerged. The starting point to be sure was our body, but we
opened ourselves to other elements in the theatrical process. We broke down
the hierarchy between these elements: thus we went in search of the ‘affects’
that exist between our body and objects, the things that surround us; between
us and the space; between us and the sound; between us and the light... Our
interest in movement was not limited to that of the body. In this production, the
curtains, the objects, the drawings and even the sound move. The entire
space is part of one large movement. Even though we opted this time for a
‘theatre’ layout in which – in contrast to an installation – the audience remains
in their seats, the audience space was literally ‘mobilized’. Everything present
in a theatre takes part in the movement. As if the movement is transmitted
from body to object to space to sound, and vice versa. »
Heine Avdal: « We often think of a spatial context as something that is selfevident and unchangeable. This, however, is not the case. The devastating
tsunami occurred in Japan during the preparations for this production. This
moved us very deeply due to Yukiko's Japanese background. The production

is not a direct commentary on the event, but the natural disaster did affect our
artistic choices. In nothing’s for something, we wish to show how a place can
become fluid, how it can mutate or separate into different parts. And how –
when a given situation transforms itself – new possibilities develop and other
dimensions open up. »
Yukiko Shinozaki: « nothing’s for something, is about these transitions from
one ‘state of being’ to the other: how the presence of the space transforms
itself in the presence of objects in this space; how drawings can melt into
bodies; how objects can carry sound ... Amid all of these transitions, we try to
localize ourselves. During the rehearsal period, meanings became clear via
the ‘acting’. »

nothing’s for something is not only a return to the theatre space, but also a
happy reunion with various people with whom they have worked before and
sometimes lost sight of. In addition, nothing’s for something is their first large
performance hall production: a new, exciting step in their oeuvre.
(Parts of this interview has been published in <H>ART, 21/03/2012)

“nothing’s for something”: drawing by Brynjar Åbel Bandlien and Christelle Fillod

By Georges Perec

creative credo, 1920 by Paul Klee
1. Art does not reproduce the visible; rather, it makes visible.
A tendency toward the abstract is inherent in linear expression: graphic
imagery being confined to outlines has a fairy-like quality ant at the same
time can achieve great precision.
The purer the graphic work – that is, the more the formal elements underlying
linear expression are emphasized – the less adequate it is for the realistic
representation of visible things;
The formal elements of graphic art are dot, line, plane, and space – the last
three charged with energy of various kinds. A simple plane, for instance –that
is, a plane not made up for more elementary units – would result if I were to
draw a blunt crayon across the paper, thus transferring an energy-charge
with our without modulations. An example of a spatial element would be a
cloudlike vaporous spot, usually of varying intensity, made with a full brush.
2. Let us develop this idea, let us take a little trip into the land of deeper
insight, following a topographic plan. The dead centre being the point, our
first dynamic act will be the line. After a short time, we shall stop to catch
our breath (the broken line, or the line articulated by several stops). I look
back to see how far we have come (counter-movement). Ponder the distance
thus far travelled (sheaf of lines).
A river may obstruct our progress: we use a boat (wavy line). Further on
there might be a bridge (series of curves). On the other bank we encounter
someone who, like us, wishes to deepen his insight. At first we joyfully travel
together (convergence), but gradually differences arise. (Two lines drawn
independently of each other). Each party shows some excitement
(expression, dynamism, emotional quality of the line).
We cross an unplowed field (a plane traversed by lines), then thick woods/
One of us loses his way, explores, and on one occasion even goes through the
motions of a hound following a scent. Nor am I entirely sure of myself: there
is another river, and fog rises above it (spatial element). But then the view is
clear again. Basket-weavers return home with their cart (the wheel). Among
them is a child with bright curls (corkscrew movement). Later it becomes
sultry and dark (spatial element). There is a flash of lightening on the horizon
(zigzag line), though we can still see stars overhead (scattered dots). Soon
we reach our first quarters. Before falling asleep, we recall a number of
things, for even so little a trip has left many impressions – lines of the most
various kinds, spots, dabs, smooth planes, dotted planes, lined planes; wavy
lines, obstructed and articulated movement, counter-movement, plaitings,
weavings, bricklike elements, scale like elements, simple and polyphonic
motifs, lines that fade and lines that gain strength (dynamism), the joyful
harmony of the first stretch, followed by inhibitions, nervousness!
Repressed anxieties, alternating with moments of optimism caused by a
breath of air. Before the storm, sudden assault by horseflies! The fury, the
killing.
The happy ending serves as a guiding thread even in the dark woods. The
flashes of lightening made us think of a fever chart, of a sick child long ago.

3. I have mentioned the elements of linear expression which are among the
visual components of the picture. This does not mean that a given work must
consist of nothing but such elements. Rather, the elements must produce
forms, but without being sacrificed in the process. They should be preserved.
In most cases, a combination of several elements will be required to produce
forms or objects or other compounds – planes related to each other ( for
instance, the view of a moving stream of water) or spatial structures arising
from energy-charges involving the three dimensions (fish swimming in all
directions).
Through such enrichment of the formal symphony the possibilities of
variation, and by the same token, the possibilities for expressing ideas, are
endlessly multiplied.
It may be true that “in the beginning there was the deed”, yet the idea comes
first. Since infinity has no definite beginning, but like a circle may start
anywhere, the idea may be regarded is primary. “In the beginning was the
world”
4. Movement is the source of all change. In Lessing’s ‘Laocoön’, on which we
squandered study time when we were young, much fuss is made about the
difference between temporal and spatial art. Yet looking into the matter more
closely, we find that all this is but a scholastic delusion. For space, too, is a
temporal concept.
When a dot begins to move and becomes a line, this requires time. Likewise,
when a moving line produces a plane, and when moving planes produces
spaces.
Does a pictorial work come into being at one stroke? No, it is constructed bit
by bit, just like a house.
And the beholder is he trough with the work at one glance? (Unfortunately he
often is.) Does not Feuerbach say somewhere that in order to understand a
picture one must have a chair? Why the chair? So that you’re tired legs won’t
distract your mind. Legs tire after prolonged standing. Hence, time is needed.
Character, too, is movement. Only the dead point as such is timeless. In the
universe, too, movement is the basic datum. (What causes movement? This
is an idle question, rooted in error). On this earth, repose is caused by an
accidental obstruction in the movement of matter. It is an error to regard
such a stoppage as primary.
The Biblical story of the creation is an excellent parable of movement.
The work of art, too, is above all a process of creation; it is never experienced
as a mere product.
A certain fire, an impulse to create, is kindled, is transmitted through the
hand, leaps to the canvas, and in the form of a spark leaps back to its
starting place, completing the circle – back to the eye and further ( back to
the source of the movement, the will, the idea). The beholder’s activity, too,
is essentially temporal. The eye is made in such a way that it focuses on each
part of the picture in turn; and to stop looking and goes away – the artist
often does the same thing. If he thinks it’s worth while, he comes back –
again like the artist.
The beholder’s eye, which moves about like an animal grazing, follows paths
prepared for it in the picture ( in music, as everyone knows, there are
conduits leading to the ear; the drama has both visual and auditive trails).

The pictorial work was born of movement, and is assimilated through
movement. (Eye muscles).
A man asleep, the circulation of his blood, the regular breathing of his lungs,
the intricate functioning of his kidneys, and in his had a world of dreams, in
contact with the powers of fate. An organization of functions, which taken
together produce rest.
5. Formerly we used to represent things visible on earth, things we either
liked to look at or would have liked to see. Today we reveal the reality that is
behind visible things, thus expressing the belief that the visible world is
merely an isolated case in relation to the universe and that there are many
more other, latent realities. Things appear to assume a broader and more
diversified meaning, often seemingly contradicting the rational experience of
yesterday. There is striving to emphasize the essential character of the
accidental.
By including the concepts of good and evil a moral sphere is created. Evil is
not conceived as the enemy whose victories disgrace us, but as a force
within the whole, a force that contributes to creation and evolution. The
simultaneous existence of the masculine principle (evil, stimulating,
passionate) and the feminine principle (good, growing, calm) result in a
condition of ethical stability.
To this corresponds the simultaneous unification of forms, movement and
counter-movement, or, to put it more naïvely, the unification of visual
oppositions (in terms of colorism: use of contrasts of divided colour, as in
Delaunay) each energy calls for its complementary energy to achieve selfcontained stability based on the play of energies. Out of abstract elements a
formal cosmos is ultimately created independent of their groupings as
concrete objects or abstract thins such as numbers of letters, which we
discover to be so closely similar to the Creation that a breath is sufficient to
turn an expression of religious feelings, or religion, into reality.
6. A few examples: a sailor of antiquity in his boat, enjoying himself and
appreciating the comfortable accommodations. Ancient art represents the
subject accordingly. And now: the experiences of a modern man, walking
across the deck of a steamer: 1. His own movement, 2. The movement of the
ship which could be in the opposite direction 3. The direction and the speed
of the current, 4. the rotation of the earth 5. its orbit and 6. the orbits of the
stars and satellites around it.
The result: an organization of movements within the cosmos centered in the
man on the steamer.
An apple tree in bloom, its roots and rising saps, its trunk, the cross section
with the annual rings, the blossom, its structure, its sexual functions, the
fruit, the core with its seeds.
An organization of states of growth.
7. Art is a simile of the creation. Each work of art is an example, just as the
terrestrial is an example of the cosmic.
The release of the elements, their grouping into complex subdivisions, the
dismemberment of thye object and its reconstruction into a whole, the
pictorial polyphony, the achievement of stability through an equilibrium of

movement, all these are difficult questions of form, crucial for formal wisdom,
but not yet art in the highest circle. In the highest circle an ultimate mystery
lurks behind the mystery, and the wretched light of the intellect is of no avail.
One may still speak reasonably of the salutary of art. We may say that
fantasy, inspired by instinctual stimuli creates illusory states which somehow
encourage or stimulate us more than the familiar natural or known
supernatural states, that its symbols bring comfort to the mind, by making it
realize that it is not confined to earthly potentialities, however great they
may become in the future; that ethical gravity holds sway side by side with
impish laughter at doctors an parsons.
But, in the long run, even enhanced reality proves inadequate.
Art plays an unknowing game with ultimate things, and yet achieves them!
Cheer up! Value such country outings, which let you have a new point of view
for once as well as a change of air, and transport you to a world which, by
diverting you, strengthens you for the inevitable return to the greyness of
the working day. More than that, they help you to slough off your earthly
skin, to fancy for a moment that you are God; to look forward to new
holidays, when the soul goes to a banquet in order to nourish its starved
nerves, and to fill its languishing blood vessels with new sap.
Let yourself be carried on the invigorating sea, on a broad river or an
enchanting brook, such as that of the richly diversified, aphoristic graphic art.

“Field Works-office”; drawing by Brynjar Åbel Bandlien

Review: “Field Works – Office”
Magazine “Ketoru” (Ohta Publishing Co.)
Text by Sakurai Keisuke (Dance Critic, Composer)
I’m off to Yokohama to see a performance. Audience is limited to two persons each time. The meeting
1

point is the counter on the ground floor of YCC in front of the Bashamichi station. I say my name and I
am handed a map. A building in the neighborhood is marked and for the first time I realize that that’s
the venue. At the entrance to the building, I am guided on to a higher floor. A board reads “OO
Architects”. I enter and I am told, “Please wait here for a moment”, so I sit down and the scenery
around me comes to my eyes. Oh, yes. People are drawing diagrams and constructing building models,
someone’s dug his head deep in his computer screen. Indeed, truly an architect bureau. Feels like a
I’m on a fieldtrip. What am I saying? No, no, almost forgot. I came to see a performance. So, are these
people… they‘re drawing etc. like the most natural thing in the world - very convincing - but could they
be performers and not architects? For that their going about their daily business seems too confident…
And then, as I look sideways, there’s this guy making a totally incomprehensible handicraft that looks
like a georama of those miniature gardens that you make when you are in sandplay therapy. He’s a
fake. I know it. Meaning he’s an (REAL) actor. What? The office-lady who guided me to this place in
the beginning puts her hands into a big drawer, and as I think she is getting out something, all of a
sudden her upper half body is in there and now she’s flapping her arms and legs!
All right. So this performance is probably about something infiltrating a real office with real office
workers. That’s it. Maybe. But, what is real and what is acting cannot be known for sure. The more you
think about it, the more it all seems suspect. Actually, this may be some kind of a political activist group
or a scam group, I can’t say. (Or maybe the people around me are all fakes = aliens!) Delusion whelms
up in me. In other words, a feeling like I’ve landed in the midst of a con game.
When you think about it, this “How to deceive in the best way“ of the scammers has something in
common with the “How to play a story (= fiction = lie) as real as possible”, a contradiction that theatre
carries within itself. In this line of thought, “Field Works – Office” is a performance strategically built on
the thin line that separates truth from lie, and has brought to us - in this case as a paradox – the
fundamental potentials that lie within theatre; “To enjoy a lie as a lie” and “To see the truth that resides
only in fiction”. And all the while performers are enjoying the prank they pull on us. And the “lie/truth”
can probably also be interpreted as “ordinary/extraordinary”. This performance succeeded in “turning
around” our ordinary world for just one moment. Oh, yes. Something else was also “turned around”.
We thought we had been the audience, but in fact we were being observed all the time we were there.
In the beginning we were asked to fill in a questionnaire, and then, all of a sudden the display on the
desk showed the results of a Google search in my name. And on the paper handed to me as I was
leaving was a caricature drawing of me with them.

Translated by Anne Lande Peters

Borrowed Landscape

«Borrowed Landscape» is a location-based project that will have long-term developments.
Each location has its own premier, which means every place we perform, we create something specific to that location. The creation process of this project has already started in
2011 through the invitation of NPO Offsite Dance Project and it was presented as “Borrowed
Landscape-Yokohama” on October 28th to November 1st in Yokohama home collection.
«Borrowed Landscape» is a translation of Japanese term (shakkei). It describes specific
Japanese garden technique, where the view of the surrounding landscape of the garden is
incorporated as an integral part of the garden. The key to this technique lies in finding the
right balance between the design of inside garden and the nature around.
We are inspired by this technique and will render it through working with different ways to
incorporate ourselves into other existing environments in society. This project is a further
development of previous location-based project, “Field Works”. We explore different per-
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ceptions on what a borrowed landscape can mean, and how outside elements integrate as a partner in our artistic work. Through fusing our reality with the reality that surrounds us, we try to
create new hybrid environments in the specific places we work in. What happens when different
environments or different aesthetic meet?
Performing arts is a way to communicate with the world through different methods and approaches
that can provide new and different perspectives to look at life, whether we look at ourselves,
others, or our immediate environment. Through this project, we search for unexpected encounters
in the creative process from our experience as artists and other groups in society. How do we place
ourselves into different realities? How can we borrow from each other’s reality and at the same
time finding the right balance to co-exist? Through slight shift of the reality, we search for poetry
in everyday life.

Landscape

We are inspired by the concept of Augmented reality (AR). This is a term for a live direct or an indirect view of a physical, real-world environment whose elements are augmented by sensory inputs
such as sound, video, graphics or GPS data. It is related to a more general concept called mediated
reality, in which a view of reality is modified. As a result, technology can be used to enhance one’s
current perception of reality. By contrast, virtual reality replaces the real world with a simulated
one. Augmented reality is a way to enhance the perception of the real world.
The location can vary from public spaces, private spaces, to commercial spaces. We would like
to open up the discussion with the curators of each theater/festival to decide together possible
locations. Often festivals have a certain theme, and it is interesting to cooperate with that theme
in choosing the location where we perform. Since each location has its own creation process and
premier, the numbers of performers will also vary depending on the location. The core members
of this project are Heine Avdal, Yukiko Shinozaki, and Fabrice Moinet. Other participants will vary
from place to place, and city to city.

The Loss of the Everyday:
Borrowed Landscape – Yokohama

Review by Daisuke Muto, translated by Sara Jansen
published in the December 2011issue of Korean dance magazine MOMM
At the end of October, a site specific performance bringing together national and international dancers and choreographers entitled Borrowed Landscape – Yokohama was presented. It
took place in one of the display houses at a model home showroom in Yokohama and could
be attended by a maximum of 15 audience members at a time.
Heine Avdal and Yukiko Shinozaki, who work out of Belgium, also presented Field Works Office in Yokohama in February of this year. The location for this piece was a room in an office
building where business was actually going on as usual while the installation performance
unfolded. I wasn’t able to see it, but the idea behind this “field work,” during which performers mingle with employees who just go about their business and in which there is room
for only a few audience members is very exciting. In contrast, Borrowed Landscape does not
take place in a house that is actually lived in. One is quick to assume that the performance
will play on the boundary between everyday reality and fiction by using furniture and everyday objects, and that using a model home at a showroom somehow won’t do the trick.
Was it too difficult to use a house in which people are really living? However, upon arriving
at the site, my feelings completely changed.
The showroom (exposition site) is located at a ten-minute walk from the station. On a plot
surrounded by desolate office buildings sits a row of elaborately designed model homes.
Before the show, I walked around for a while and looked at the houses. Huge glass panels
boldly set in brick walls, extravagant Japanese rooms imbedded in a modern floor plan,
and terraces like one would expect to find at a fashionable café: every single one of these
houses represents, in an almost naïve way, the dream of and longing for the “ideal home”.
Unlike the actual building, on which one is forced to compromise for reasons of budget or
surroundings, a model house brings together in an extreme form people’s wishes and desires
concerning a home. However, I’m sure that I am not the only one to feel that the lustrous,
flamboyant appearance of these “ideal” homes now feels like a desolate castle in the air.
We, who experienced the earthquake of March 11, and are still exposed to the threat of a
nuclear incident, can only come away with a feeling of emptiness when confronted with
such a naïve display of ideals. We no longer have an image of a “home” as a place where
one can live with peace of mind. More than six months have passed since that day, and even
though the aftershocks are only finally starting to subside, news about the radioactivity
of soil and food stuffs spreading is in the media every day, and the sense of insecurity is
only increasing, one is even under the illusion that, except for in the stricken area, life has
returned back to normal. However effective the shrewd staging by the government and the
mass media might be, under these circumstances, who seriously buys into the idea of the
“ideal home”? This is exactly the reality we are facing right now.
Upon stepping into the spacious entrance hall of the house where the performance takes
place, I see people here and there in the rooms and corridors. They are motionless, as if
frozen. A couple bringing out a toast at the table, a man reading a newspaper in a sofa,
a woman preparing food in the kitchen. The only noise that can be heard is that of a
clock’s ticking. While roaming around the different rooms, the sounds of cooking and of
people talking, etc. gradually become audible, and the performers as well begin to move.

A man slowly coming down the stairs, a woman looking out the window, a man entering the
bathroom and taking a seat on the toilet. It is completely silent, but every once in a while
various sounds of everyday life are apparently emitted by speakers placed here and there
inside the building. Audience members follow the movements of the performers or move towards where the sound comes from, experiencing the space of the rooms and the corridors,
and watching the fragments of everyday life performed by these silent inhabitants. A dancer
wearing a young girl’s dress is drawing zealously in the children’s room. A man wearing a suit
shows up with a baby doll and washes it’s body in the luxurious whirlpool tub on the balcony.
The woman who was cooking earlier, moves into the bedroom, and for some reason covers
her face with her hands and starts to behave more and more out of control until she lapses
into a confused state and crouches down in the corner of the room. A man and woman start
a fight on the terrace, expressing their lines by holding up text balloons cut out of paper
above their own heads. The acting of the performers at first sight looks close to everyday
movements, but their movements are also cartoonish exaggerated silent gestures, exquisitely in between raw reality and theatrical fiction. And it works wonderfully with the artificial
“everyday” atmosphere of the building itself. In other words, just like a model home, rather
than a real home, is a simulacre that condenses and reflects our image of and desires concerning a home, the acting of these men and women does not present the trivial everyday in a
direct realistic way, but is a simulacre that condenses and presents our image of and desires
concerning the everyday.
Before long music resounds from the bar next to the terrace and they all assemble there
for a party, dancing, drinking, fooling around. When the noise dies down after a while, the
performers make their way down the stairs one by one. But when the audience members
follow along and go downstairs, there is no one there. The living room, the kitchen, and the
bathroom, they are all empty, and there is nothing but empty time passing by. However, in
the rooms, one still senses the presence of people. Only the traces and memories of the
people who have already disappeared, and the “home” that contains and guards them silently still remain. It was a melancholic scene that hit unexpectedly. Like what lingers in the
towns washed away by the tsunami, or the towns in Fukushima that became ghost towns. Or
when the foundations of our everyday lives, far away from the stricken area, all of a sudden
are laid bare and become visible. It was that kind of moment.
Avdal and Shinozaki’s Borrowed Landscape clearly reveals the truth about our everyday
reality, that is to say, about the kind of daily life we considered normal until now (before
March 11), and the feelings of security and dependence we all too lightly associated with
this “everyday”. This peaceful “everyday” will probably not return for quite a while. It is not
only about physical conditions. Rather, we have to change the image of and desires we have
about the “everyday”. And this might be the time to do it.

